LOOSEN UP
STRETCHES
with your hosts:

Susan Brennan
Success Coach + Founder
Successful Babe

Jimmy Johnson
Functional Fitness Expert
Full Range Fitness

A couple of notes before you dive in:
Do these exercises until you feel relief - don’t think that it’s just that way
or the highway. Whatever works for you - these are not set in stone
Be patient with it - approach it in the light of being patient and focus on
perfect movement because that will fix it, not rushing through it

90/90
BREATHING
Purpose + where you should be feeling it:
Helps with a tight lower back
You should feel your breath push your fingers out and feel it in bottom of
your pelvis

Number of repetitions:
Do this for 2 minutes
Breathe in through nose and out
through mouth
4 seconds in, 4 seconds out on
breaths

Focus on:
Thumbs in sides to determine the depth of
your breath
On back, feet up (knees and hips both at 90degree position)
Breathe through nose, down low through
pelvis and 360-degrees through stomach

Time stamp in video (approx): 1:31

MODIFIED
SQUAT
Purpose + where you should be feeling it:
Feeling it in mid-back
Helps relieve upper back and neck tightness

Number of repetitions:
2 sets of 6-8 reps of just raising
hands/pulling band above head
(no need to squat each time, just
hold that position while moving
arms only)
Hold arms above head for like a
second, just enough time to get a
good squeeze at the top

BLOOPER VERSION

Focus on:
Pushing knees out to the side as you squat
Keep upright torso and be as perpendicular to
ground as possible
Go down as far as you can and drop into the bottom
of the squat
Use the same breathing as 90/90 (upright) before
you squat down
When raising hands above head or pulling band,
think about bringing shoulder blades together and
down

Time stamp in video (approx): 2:49

CAT AND
CAMEL
Purpose + where you should be feeling it:
Helping activate shoulders
Helps with upper back/tight neck

Number of repetitions:
2 sets of 6-8

Focus on:
Setup: on all fours.
Hands right under shoulders and knees right
under hips.
Think about pushing middle of chest through
ceiling and externally rotating so elbow armpits
are facing forward instead of each other.
Imagine your shoulder blades gliding out to
sides of ribcage.

Time stamp in video (approx): 3:41

INTERNAL /
EXTERNAL
ROTATION
Purpose + where you should be feeling it:
Feel it in shoulders/rotator cuff
Helping them relieve neck/shoulder/upper back pain

Number of repetitions:
Generally, 2 sets of 6-8 reps - but,
go until you feel like you’re
getting some relief, as that’s the
goal

Focus on:
As you're rotating, don’t let shoulders go up
towards ears
Think about shoulder blades moving up when
your elbow pits are facing down, and shoulder
blades moving down when elbow pits are facing
up

Time stamp in video (approx): 4:41

HIP TILTS
Purpose + where you should be feeling it:
Lower back
Should feel an activation of your glutes

Number of repetitions:
Do it until you feel relief/release
of tension in your lower back

The below picture has absolutely nothing
to do with Hip Tilts, but it's FUN, so enjoy!

Focus on:
Focus on handles in front and in back - pretend like
there’s a rod going through hip from left to right,
and your hips are rotating on that rod
When pull up on handle in the front, squeeze glutes
really hard
Make sure to keep handles in the same place
through the whole movement
When handle in front goes down, don’t arch through
lower back. Let your hips do all the movement
There’s not going to be a huge range of motion - but
the more you do it, the more it will increase (better
to have small ROM than increasing it by arching
your back)
When squeezing glutes, hold that for at least 1
second

Time stamp in video (approx): 6:00

We're goofballs
and we know it!

GLUTE
BRIDGES
Purpose + where you should be feeling it:
Low-back pain/tightness in hamstrings/sciatica pain
Feel it in glutes and hamstrings

Number of repetitions:
2-3 sets of 5-second holds in each
position

Focus on:
Breathing style from 90/90 = number one
thing to focus on
When feet are all the way out, focus on driving
heels into ground and pulling ground towards
your body
Feet half way and all the way in, push through
your entire foot (not just heels)
Make sure that you get full extension of hips there should be no bend in your hips at the top
Squeeze glutes very hard at the top!

Time stamp in video (approx): 7:04

HIP
AIRPLANES
Purpose + where you should be feeling it:
Feeling it in your side glutes (that’s what’s activated)
Helping relieve back pain and sciatica

Number of repetitions:
2 sets of 2-3 each leg

Setup

Find stable object to lean against
(couch/table/etc.)
Get down into bottom of lunge position so front
knee is at 90-degrees, without knees going past
toes
Do that so the outside of front knee is touching
the stable object
Lift up slightly so back knee is off the ground
about 6”
Drive front knee into sturdy object

Focus on:
Rotate entire trunk away from your front knee,
while pivoting on your back foot >> make sure
hips and shoulders move at the same time
Rotate until you can no longer keep front knee
pressed into sturdy object and hold that
squeeze (keep driving knee into sturdy object)
for 2 seconds
Rotate entire trunk back while keeping knee
driven into sturdy object

Time stamp in video (approx): 9:25

TWO KNEELING
GLUTE HIP
THRUST
Purpose + where you should be feeling it:
Feeling it in glutes
Relieving low back pain/sciatica

Number of repetitions:
2 sets of 20-25

Focus on:
Breath (90/90)
Squeeze orange in armpit
Push hips straight back
Get your chest as parallel to the ground as
possible, without bending through trunk (i.e.
like you’re showing your t-shirt off to the
ground)
Push your hips forward, explosively, and
squeeze glutes for a second at the end

Time stamp in video (approx): 11:20

SINGLE LEG
SUPPORTED
RDL
Purpose + where you should be feeling it:
Feeling it in their glutes (predominately), but also in the entire planted leg
Helping release tension throughout entire leg and then create balance in
muscles surrounding hip, relieving low back pain and sciatica

Number of repetitions:
2 sets of 6-8 reps each side
(switch sides after each set)

Keep doing RDLs and you, too, can
graduate to piggy back rides!

Focus on:
Grab something to the side of you that you can
use for support
Push hips straight back
Squeeze orange in armpits
Lift the opposite foot off ground as you go
through the motion - as you lean forward, let the
outside leg move up behind you. Make sure to
switch sides and keep the inside leg on the
ground through the entire movement
Explosively bring hips back through
Don’t let your hips tilt to one side or the other keep them even

Time stamp in video (approx): 12:45

24OZ
CURLS
Purpose + where you should be feeling it:
Eyelids
Energy levels

Number of repetitions:
Suggested amount is 2 cups per
day - intake speed is up to you

Focus on:
Enjoying one sip at a time

Time stamp in video (approx): 14:17

VIDEO

The VIDEO below is where you can watch each
of these exercises and learn directly from Jimmy
on what to focus on and how to do each one
properly!
Simply click on the image to open and watch it!

Interested in working with Jimmy? You absolutely should!!
Go to Jimmy’s offer here:
https://fullrangelife.com/new-services/events/intake-and-evaluation-process
Coupon Code to get 50% off: SB50

BLOOPERS
You didn't think we'd sneak bloopers into this
PDF and then not let you watch them unfold in
video format, did you?!
Simply click on the image to open and watch our
blunders!

GRATITUDE

None of this would have been possible without
the sweet and talented help of the incredible
Mei Lu! If you ever need photography or video
done, we highly recommend her. She is
delightful to work with, quick to respond, happy
to implement adjustments, and turns out
beautiful work.
You can reach her here:
@mei_mei_sd

AND, a massive THANKS to YOU for joining us in
Successful Babe!
Keep going strong, girl!
XO

